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Abstract—This paper presents a machine learning-based approach for detection of malicious users in the largest Russian
online social network VKontakte. An exploratory data analysis
was conducted to determine the insights and anomalies in a
dataset consisted of 42394 malicious and 241035 genuine accounts.
Furthermore, a tool for automated collection of the information
about malicious accounts in the VKontakte online social network
was developed and used for the dataset collection, described in
this research. A baseline feature engineering was conducted and
the CatBoost classifier was used to build a classification model.
The results showed that this model can identify malicious users
with an overall 0.91 AUC-score validated with 4-folds crossvalidation approach.
Keywords—VKontakte, malicious users, machine learning, social
networks, classification models.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

An online social network (OSN) is an online platform that
allows people who share the same views or have real-life
connections to interact with each other online [1]. OSNs also
provide users with a great ability to communicate, entertain,
consume and share a different type of information that they are
interested in. Moreover, modern social networks have become
the platforms where companies can promote and even sell
their products while maintaining good relationships with their
customers through clear communication channels [2, 3].
Being a great instrument for connecting people and hosting
useful information, OSNs try to attract as many users as
possible, thus a strong authentication (by personal ID or
driving license for ex.) is not required for an account creation
as a rule. For example, in the OSN VKontakte, for a long
time, it was possible to register an account by submitting only
an e-mail address. VKontakte team made an authentication by
mobile telephone number required for a valid account creation,
however, this still does not fully solve the issue, since it is
possible for a malicious identity to use multiple sim-cards or
so-called virtual numbers [4].
Lack of strong authentication provides an opportunity for
malicious users to evade OSNs with malicious activity, such
as spamming, phishing, distribution of malicious software,
trolling, terrorism and others [5–8]. While these are the activities that evaded the internet almost since its invention, several
new threats relevant to OSNs have appeared [9, 10]:
•

Clickjacking - a malicious practice where a user is
made to click on something that behaves not the same
way as it should to the prior knowledge of the user.

•

Crowdturfing - a campaign that aims to gain or destroy
the reputation of people, products and other entities

through spreading biased opinions and framed information.
•

Fake account attack - a most commonly used type of
attack when an account with fake credentials created
for interaction with the legitimate users.

•

Identity clone attack - a malicious practice where an
attacker creates a new fake profile while using stolen
private information of an existent user.

•

Cyberstalking - harassment of an individual in the
social network.

The aforementioned threats are relevant for most of the existing
social networks and in most cases, they are performed by fakes.
Facebook, the largest social network in the world, reports
that 8.7% of its accounts which amounts to approximately
206 million do not belong to real users [11]. For addressing
this vital issue Facebook even created its security system for
protecting users from malicious activity and it is known as
Facebook Immune System (FIS) [12]. While being a scalable
real-time system that can process hundreds of thousands read
and write actions per second, it cannot still detect all the types
of malicious activity [13, 14].
The goal of this research is to analyze the application of
machine learning techniques for the detection of malicious
users in OSN VKontakte. The information about the total
number of 42394 malicious accounts was collected with the
help of developed automated VK-scraper tool. In this research,
we show that VKontakte malicious users have a specificity that
is possible to use for building a highly accurate classification
model.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
•

We propose an architecture for automated malicious
accounts collection tool called VK-scraper.

•

An exploratory data analysis of malicious VKontakte
accounts was conducted and the main differences between malicious and genuine accounts were revealed.

•

We show that Catboost performs better than Neural
Nets approach proposed by other researcher for this
problem.

•

We provide a benchmark of the most important features identified by Catboost.

The outputs of this paper can be used further by other
researches of malicious activity in VKontakte OSN.

II.

R ELATED W ORK

The machine learning-based detection of malicious users
in OSNs has attracted the attention of both researches and
businesses when machine learning became an industrially
popular and valuable approach. In [15] an application of Matrix
factorization and SVM for spam accounts detection in Chinese
OSN Renren was proposed. In this work, authors collected a
dataset out of 33116 accounts, manually classified them into
spammers and non-spammers and applied the SVM algorithm
for spammers detection on a set of messages content and
users’ social behavior. They managed to reach an outstanding
performance with a true positive rate of spammers detection
reaching 99.1%. The Longitudinal Data Analysis of the Social
graph method for the detection of so-called Friends farms
in VKontakte was developed in [16]. This work aimed to
detect fake identities among newly registered users of vk.com.
According to conducted longitudinal analysis, authors revealed
that fake profiles are more likely to be found among those
users that show abnormal behavior in the growth of social
graph metrics such as degree, reciprocated ties and clustering.
In [14] a framework for detecting Fake account attacks on
Facebook was described. The research studied the temporal
evolution of OSNs and the characteristics of the real users’
profiles. Researchers presented a way to analyze social network
graphs from a dynamic point of view within the context of
privacy threats. The application of machine learning techniques
for fake profiles identification in Linkedin was described in
[17]. Since Linkedin is a quite closed OSN that does not
expose any API to the outer world, it is rather hard to get
any data for the analysis from there. Authors of this work
showed that even having a very limited dataset of only 27
fake accounts, it is possible to achieve a result comparable to
the results obtained by other existing approaches based on the
larger data set. An instrument called SybilRank was developed
in [18]. SybilRank is used for detecting the fake users (called
Sybils) in Tuenti OSN by analyzing the social graph properties.
The developed tool allowed to achieve at least 20% lower
false positive and negative rates than the second-best contender
in most of the attack scenarios. Sophisticated techniques for
data normalization and noise removals such as Artificial Bee
Colony (ABC) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) were used
in [19] among which 3 supervised machine learning algorithms
(Naive Bayes, SVM, and Decision Trees) were applied to
predict the fake users’ profiles on Facebook. The CRAWLER
tool was developed in [20] and a total number of 992 profiles
were crawled with the help of this tool, out of which 201
turned out to be malicious. An application of both supervised
(Decision Trees, KNN, SVM) and unsupervised (K-means, Kmedoids) machine learning algorithms were used for classification, and a decent qualities of the models were obtained. In [21]
an application of methods such as PCA, Spearman’s RankOrder Correlation, Wrapper Feature Selection using SVM is
described for dimensionality reduction to reduce the number of
low-importance features for the fake accounts’ detection in the
social media. In the research, several existing datasets of both
real and fake Twitter accounts, crawled by other researchers,
is used. A set of feature selection techniques was evaluated to
achieve the best performance and classification results. In [22]
an analysis of the tonality of the statuses of users of the OSN
Facebook is conducted. Authors compared machine learning
algorithms Naı̈ve Bayes, Rocchio, and multi-layer perceptron

by applying them on the 7000 status updates received from
900 Facebook users. All of the statuses were manually divided
into two classes: positive and negative, however since there
were significantly fewer negative reviews in the sample, the
authors used 1131 reviews of each class to balance the classes
in the final training dataset. In [12] a software application and
architecture described. The application aims to protect users
and the social graph from malicious actions by cybercriminals.
The described system operates in real-time and, according to
the statements of its creators, checks and classifies each read
and write action. As of March 2011, the system performed
25 billion checks per day, with a peak frequency of 650,000
checks per second. Authors of [23] describe an approach to
identify automatically managed accounts or so called bots
in the VKontakte OSN. Authors use a feedforward neural
network and a sample of 4918 blocked accounts to train
the model that shows a decent result on the validation set.
Authors use an approach for sampling malicious accounts that
is similar to one described in this paper, however the method
they use in their research is not automated and thus can not
be done in a standalone way. There is now evidence of what
features turned out to be the most important and also it is
not clear how exactly status-based features were generated. In
[24] authors explore stacking ensemble approach on top of
a combination of different types of models that were trained
on the attributes of three different types: friendship graph,
subscription information and user’s texts. The result received in
this article is 4-9% better than in [23]. In [25] a framework for
extracting a large collections of Twitter accounts was proposed.
Based on these features, several highly accurate models were
built and their performances were evaluated on both an existing
public dataset and an additional sample of manually-annotated
Twitter accounts collected with a different strategy. Based on
the models predictions, authors evaluated that percentage of
Twitter accounts exhibiting social bot behaviors is between 9%
and 15% and the behaviour of such accounts can be detected by
supervised machine learning techniques. In [26] a model which
increases the recall in detecting bots, allowing a researcher to
delete more bots in Twitter, was proposed. Authors proposed
an algorithm called Boosting through Optimizing Recall which
was applied on top of a combination of twitter-specific heuristic features and features obtained through topic modelling of
the tweets. The algorithm showed a result relatively better than
other state-of-the-art models like AdaBoost.
III.

P ROPOSED M ETHOD

In this paper, a description of state-of-the-art machine
learning techniques application for malicious users’ identification in VKontakte OSN is presented. Moreover, an automated
tool VK-scraper for scraping the data about malicious accounts
before their actual removal by VKontakte administration is
developed and its architecture is described in this research. A
sample of 42395 of actual malicious users was collected and
a set of data and feature engineering techniques were applied
before the actual ML-model training.
A. VK-scraper
One of the most challenging parts of the malicious accounts
detection domain is data collection. Even though some OSNs
provide a useful API for the developers to interact with

B. Feature Engineering

Fig. 1.

VK-Scraper architecture

the platform and query the publicly available data, there is
still a lack of techniques that allow gathering the available
information about the blocked accounts since this data is not
exposed by OSNs to the outer world after an account was
blocked for a malicious activity. There were some workarounds
proposed by researchers to deal with this obstacle, for example, expert evaluation, manual labeling, friends connections
crawling, social graph properties analyses, etc. [16, 17, 20].
As was noted in [17] VKontakte assigns a unique incremental
id to every user that is registered on the platform, thus it is
easy to reverse engineer the relative timeline of VKontakte
accounts registration. Since most of the malicious accounts
are manually banned by VKontakte administration (due to the
legitimate users complains mostly) within the first week of
their existence, it is quite hard to detect a malicious user among
the users that were registered a long time ago.
VK-scraper tool works in the following way. Every day it
checks if there were any changes in the data that are stored
in the VK-scraper MongoDB [27] database by simply calling
the VKontakte API and comparing the data from the response
to the data stored in the database. If there was a change, for
example, a user updated its status or has been banned by the
administration, it updates the information in the database by
changing the differing fields. After that, it collects the information about 120,000 newly registered accounts in VKontakte
by simply iterating over the 120,000 largest accounts ids that
exist in the OSN. The newly scraped ids are stored in the
VK-scraper database.
MongoDB was used as a local DB for storing data as it
perfectly suits for storing JSON data and does not require a
schema.
VK-scraper is wrapped with Docker [28] and deployed on
a dedicated VPS provided by DigitalOcean developer cloud
[29].
VK-scraper worked for 30 days (from 01.10.2019 to
30.10.2019) on a dedicated VPS and collected information
about 3.5 million accounts, out of which 42394 turned out
to be malicious.

VKontakte API provides access to query all the publicly
available information about any open VK account. For example, it is possible to get information about the schools or
universities that a specific user attended or what types of music
she prefers if this data is provided by the user. Most of the
accounts features available via VK API are categorical. The
categorical feature is a feature that has a discrete set of values
that are not necessarily comparable with each other (e.g., user
ID or name of a city) [30]. Unfortunately, the number of
values that are relevant for some feature can be quite large
(for example, there are more than 200 countries available for
selection during registration in vk.com) and this can make the
model training and evaluation quite hard and even biased if the
training dataset is limited and cannot cover all the available
values. Thus, unlike other approaches specified in [23, 24], it
was decided to convert all the categorical features into binary
which are simply the indicators of whether this feature was
specified by the account holder or not.
C. Catboost
There are plenty of machine learning algorithms for solving
a binary classification model available today. One of the most
robust is gradient boosting algorithm [30]. Catboost [30] –
is an open-source library developed by Russian tech-giant
Yandex that implements gradient boosting algorithm with
special orientation on performance and processing of categorical features. It outperforms other popular implementation of
gradient boosting in terms of quality on the classification tasks.
IV.

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

Before building the actual model, an Exploratory Data
analysis was conducted to compare the malicious and genuine
user datasets and find the anomalies or extract the insights
from the data. After that, a CatBoost model was trained on
4-fold cross-validation with the Log-Loss metric optimized on
the fly.
A. Exploratory Data Analysis
A comparison of malicious and genuine accounts dataset
revealed that there is a larger portion of genuine users who
has certain info fulfilled in their profiles rather than malicious
users (Fig. 2). For example, 57% of genuine users specified the
country they currently live in their profiles, compared to 28%
for malicious accounts; 40% of genuine users indicated the
schools they studied in, while only 15% of malicious accounts
had this information in their profiles. Most of the malicious
accounts (78%) have female sex and also most of them (81%)
have at least one photo uploaded. 36% of malicious accounts
has at least one friend. Two most popular professions are
entrepreneur and princess. It was also revealed that 98% of
malicious users have their mobile phones connected to their
accounts, while only 59% of genuine users linked their phone
numbers to their profiles. After researching for a while about
that, it was found out that until a certain time, it was possible
to register in VKontakte without having a phone number
linked to the account during the registration process, however,
nowadays it is impossible to create an account without having a
mobile phone number assigned to the actual account. Since the

Fig. 2. Comparison of different features distribution among malicious and
genuine accounts
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Fig. 3. Malicious users statuses wordcloud. The larger the word the more
often it occurs in the statuses of malicious accounts.

malicious users’ dataset contains only newly registered users
and the genuine dataset is by one half a random selection
from all of the existing accounts, it was decided to remove
this feature from the both of the datasets when training the
model to prevent overfitting on the peculiar properties of our
data.
Another interesting part that requires a more detailed
exploration is user statuses. Status - is a short (less than 140
symbols) text that a user can outline right below his profile
name on the main page. It was found out that roughly 19% of
malicious accounts have a status specified on their page and the
meaning of those statuses is generally malicious. The biggest
portion of the accounts promote sexual services or contain
extremist slogans. It might be interesting to research on NLP
techniques application for detection of malicious statuses in
the future.
B. Model training
The CatBoost classifier was trained on the given dataset
with 4-fold cross-validation, with 20% of the dataset belonging
to a fold on each training round (Fig. 4).
As can be seen, a baseline of 0.91 was achieved on 4fold cross-validation which is 15 points better than in [23]. A
benchmark of feature importances is provided in Table II.
V.

F URTHER D IRECTIONS

Further research concerns both technical and performance
improvement of the VK-scraper tool and investigation of
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more advanced supervised learning techniques such as Deep
Learning and NLP. It also might be interesting to try to apply
some rotating proxy services such as Micro-leaves [31] for
bypassing VKontakte API query restrictions and a larger-scale
network scanning. This approach might require a larger-scale
computational resource.
The application of Deep Learning models can be considered after a larger sample of malicious users will be gathered.
For example, it could be interesting to predict the probability of
an account being malicious by applying Convolutional Neural
Networks to profile photos of the gathered accounts. Another
interesting direction is the application of NLP techniques for
analyzing the accounts statuses and wall posts. It might be not
such a good standalone solution since the majority of accounts
do not have any status in their profiles and the daily quota for
the wall API requests is limited to 5000 per day, but within
an ensemble of Machine Learning and Deep Learning models,
it could make a valuable contribution to the overall ensemble
score.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this work, a Machine-Learning based approach for
detection of the malicious users in the VKontakte OSN was
presented. 42394 malicious users were scraped with the developed automated tool called VK-scraper. An exploratory
data analysis for both malicious and genuine datasets was
Feature
bdate-day
sex
has-country
has-schools
has-relatives
friends-number
unique-domain
has-city
has-maiden-name
has-status

TABLE II.

Importance
22.335
15.46
12.638
8.989
8.532
7.648
2.738
1.674
1.026
0.417

F EATURE IMPORTANCES

conducted and revealed that there is an evident difference between malicious and genuine VKontakte accounts. While the
result of 0.91 AUC-score looks promising, there is still a room
for improvement where more sophisticated techniques such as
Deep Learning and NLP might come in.
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